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A bstract - Using the irreducible representations of the group SO(d+l), we discuss the 
degeneracy symmetry of hydrogen atom in d-dunensions and calculate its energy spectrum 
as well as the corresponding degeneracy We show that SO(d+l) is the energy spectrum 
generating group
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1. Introduction
There is a wealth of references concerning calculations of energy spectrum and degeneracy of 
Schrodinger equation with potential equal to 1/r (i.e. hydrogen atom) in literature [I]. Almost 
all of them are confined within the limits of our observed world. However, it is a common 
practice to consider ( 1+J) dimensional space-time, e.#. in the domain of string theory [2] or the 
Kaluza-Klein theories [3]. We generalise the mailer upto (spatial) {/-dimensions and evaluate 
the energy spectrum. Symmetry plays an impoitant role in calculating the eigenstate of a 
Hamiltonian. Symmetry and degeneracy of energy levels of a system are inter-related 
[4-7].
In Section 2 of the present paper, we show that the group SO(d+1) is the degeneracy 
group of the {/-dimensional Schrodinger equation with potential 1/r. By introducing 
generators as the generators of the SO(d+1) algebra which satisfy the commutation relations of 
the algebra, we show that the Hamiltonian of the system is invariant under the group 
SO(d+1), and that the Casimir operator of the SO(d+1) algebra gives its spectrum, and also that 
the degeneracy number for a given energy is the dimension of the irreducible representation of 
SO(d+1).
In Section 3, we introduce the hyperspherical harmonics which are themselves the 
irreducible representations of the rotation group in*i-dimensions,i.e. SO{d). Next in Section 4,
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the {/-dimensional Schrodinger equation in hyperspherical coordinates are calculated with the 
aid of these functions. The derived energy spectrum is also compared with the result obtained 
in Section 2.
2. Schrodinger equation with potential
I/r and degeneracy group SO(d+I) :
We solve the Schrodinger equation by using the degeneracy symmetry of the group SO(d+\) 
in d-dimensions and show that it corresponds to that of the analytical solution. This means, we 
must show that d-dimensional Schrodinger equation has an SO(d+1) degeneracy symmetry, 
with a spectrum as calculated by the Casimir group ofS0(d+l). Also we obtjain its degeneracy 
number by finding the irreducible representation of the group SO(d+1). I
The generators and the Poissonian brackets of the rotation group SO(d) satisfy the 
following relations '
L,]=x, P, - x,P,-i’j = ] ' 2.......d •
I L,j • = dji Ljk + dlk Ljt + d/k Lb + djt Lkj.
Now, one can easily transform these 'classical’ relations into quantum mechanics and hence 
find the commutation relations. We also note that the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is the 
same as the classified one :
d p 2
w = I  - 4 - -
,= i ^
k_
r
We remind ourselves that H is invariant under rotation, therefore
i t - - 0
The quantum mechanical Range-Lenz vector is defined as
( 1)
M,.= ^  I t  pj h +Lu V r
where p  is the reduced mass and & is a constant. Also note that Af are integrals of motion, 
that is
—  M  : = 0 . 
dt '
Considering the fact that
(2)
in
one can easily obtain the commutation relation among L~ as
[L. Lt/l = i n (< 5 ,^  + <5(iL / + ^ L (i + 5 flLtp. (3)
From eqs. ( 1 ) and (2), it can be shown that L{ and Aff are the integrals of motion for the above 
mentioned quantum mechanical system. So we have
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W ^ ] = 0 ,
[//.Af,] = 0
Also note that
2H
[Mr Mk] = - i  h ^ L (k,
[Ml,Mkl] = - i h ( S llMi -S lkMl).
Taking eq. (5a) into consideration, we introduce generator M as
M
I-2  H '
where H is the Hamiltonian. It is clear that
(4a)
(4b)
(5a)
(5b)
(6)
[M ; , M'k ] = i f i LUi. (7)
Eqs. (3), (Sb) and (7) are the commutation relations of the group SO(d+1).
Now, in order to calculate the energy spectrum of the Schrodinger equation for 
the potential Mr in rf-dimensions, we must first write the Casimir operator for the group
SO(d+1):
c = 4  + m ;2
Using the following commutation relations
[P,,/,,] = -//» Py(d -  1),
* ^i/J = _ 1  ^ ? jd kl + ih P dkj ,
one can easily verify that
Hence,
C =
2H 9
where we have made use of eq. (6) and
The eigenvalue of the Ca&imir operator C for the group SO(d+1 ) is 
C = n ( n + d -  1 ) f i2 (8)
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Therefore,
where En is the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. 
Rewriting
n2
"<"+‘' - |) -["+( -y i )] - ( - r )
and substituting this into cq. (9 ), wc obtain
(9)
where we have also included the ft factor.
With regard to the commutation relations (4a) and (4b), where it is explicitly shown that 
H commutes with all generators of the group S0(d+1), it is quite clear that according to the 
Schur’s lemma [4,5) the Hamiltonian must somehow be related to the Casimir operator of the 
group. All quantum eigenstates with energy given by eq. (10) belong* to the irreducible 
representation of the group SO(d+1) with eigenvalue of the Casimir operator given in eq. (8). 
The degeneracy number is the dimension of the representation which according to eq. (23) of 
Section 3 is equal to
(2n + d - l ) ( n  + d -2 ) !  
n \ ( d - \ ) l
3. Hyperspherical harmonics ind-dimensions
Wc demonstrate that Gcgenbauer hyperspherical harmonics are the irreducible representations 
of the group SO(d). Then, using the tensorial representations of the degenerate group SO(d), 
we calculate the dimension of the representation.
The d-dimensional Laplacian in hyperspherical coordinates is defined as
where L? contains angular components of the Laplacian and r is the radial component in 
hyperspherical coordinates.
In d-dimensional hyperspherical coordinates, we have
jr, = rcos 0 , ,
jc2 = r sin 0 , cos 0 ,,
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x3 = r sin 0 , sin 02 cos 03,
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xd = r sin 0 , sin 02 .... cos 0^ , ,
Xj = r sin 0 , .... sin 0d l sin 0 M ,
with the length element as
ds2 = gapdqa dqf>
with q{ =r  and qt = 0 ., (i = 2 ..... d - 1 ) and where g ^  the metric of the space, is defined as
8ap= dia8 O s2’'2 sin2 0 ,..... .r2 sin2 0 ,.... sin2 0j_2).
Writing L2 in hyperspherical coordinate axis, we obtain
l }  =
1
d-2 fl. 0 0sin 0
~  sind 30 - -z^-
I sin20 ,sinJ 3$ 2 ^ 2  2
<? . 0  sin 0 n ——  + 
3 0 0 3sin2 0 ,sin2 0 2 sin^ 40 3
1 d 2
sin20 ,sin20 2 ..... sin20 £/_2 (dOd_{)2
One can easily see that l? satisfies the following recursion relation
.2  1
(^*+i) sin *-1 k dQtl-k
& d L2(k)
sm v d_k — ----- +  -
dQd„k sin 2e d_k (12)
In order to Find the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues ofL2, wc benefit from the resemblance 
with the rotational group 50(3) where its eigenfunctions, i.e, its irreducible representations,
2
are Y/m(0,(p). One can write the eigenvalue relation for as
L2 
L(d)tfd  2. y, W 1 • ® 2 ■' ’®d - \  * “  ld - \  ^ d -1 + d
Y\ / / / (0 1»02• ■ )•«-l"d-2 *2*1 1 A “ 1 03)
Now, we prove that ^  ^  2...y, 1 »^2 ■ ) are the eigenfunctions of L2^  , that is they
are the irreducible representations of the group 50(d) which satisfy equation (13) as well as the 
following
JdClY * ( 0 , ,0 2 , 0 (/rf 2 / '(0 , ’ 0 2• • ■ • 0rf-, >=
1 I '2* 2 'j-/ rf-1 ’
where ^i#_,irf_2.../2/i (®i »^2 ” “ ?^ </-i ) are the hypersherical harmonics.
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In order to find an expression in which the eigenvalues of L^k) hold, and to obtain the 
corresponding differential equation, we write
From eqs. (12) and (14), we derive the following differential equation
3 .
(14a)
(14b)
/,(/* + it-l)C /((*-2)/2)(cos0t ) = -----j—7—  - - - s i n 4- 1©, - f - C«V2(/2,(cos©,)
k k * '  sin*"1© , 3 © ,  * *3 0 1
+ /t - ,( /t - , + * - 2 ) c ((.  2)/2)
sin2 0 ,  11 (15)
where
V ,  ...... 0 *-i) = C l(™ ,(coS0*)K't , '. . ......  »*-2 ).
Wc—IEq. (15) is the most general differential equation in which C{ t (cosO^ ) are satisfied. To solve
4 ’ 0
this equation, we put
Hence the associated Gegenbauer differential equation [8]
1
— n r i T / Y  t ~  ( 1 ■ ) t /2  T ~ +lkUk + * - » ) -( l - x h (k- 2)l2 ^ k  k d x k k k l - j c
+ * - 2 )
. ^ . , - - 0  — 2
x  C.((* 2)/2) ( jc4 ) =  0.
‘f 'u  I) (16)
To solve eq. (16), we consider first the case in which the last term is absent, that is
c;;*-WII(-.1>=o (l7)
of which we get the following solution
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The normalization condition determines the coefficient ait
>2(*-2)!r(/A +  k / 2  +  l f 2 )
2  lk + k - 2 ) \4 n ( l k + k / 2 - l ) \
Now, in order to solve eq. (16). we note that having differentiated eq. (17) m times, where 
m = /(Jk_0, we obtain the following equation
[ l-m (m - l) - f a n  + /t (/t  + it -1  )]C/(m) =0. 
The solution of eq. (18) can be shown to be
c,t imh * k ) ^ n x k ) c ^ - ^ { x k ).
(18)
(19)
Now, substituting eq. (19)ineq. (18), we obtain
a  -  v  > c ^ t r  m + [ 2 ~ ( / ~ **2 )■  ■ 2mxk ] c  i  v ! ! 2> (*> ■+ [ « -  :2) ■v -
{kxk -2 m x k ) lk (lk +k -  l ) - k m - m ( m - 1) I 2)/2  ^ = 0 . 
u J 'r'u-D (20)
In order that the differential equation (2 0) preserves its initial form, re. eq. (17), the following 
relation must hold
( / - JC? ) 2 — -2m x .  = 0 . (2 1 )
K u K
Fromeq. (21) we get
u(xk ) = ( l - x k2 ) - ml2.
Note that differentiating once from eq. (21) with respect tojc and applying condition (2 1 ) on eq. 
(20) we get eq. (16). This indicates that the proposed solution (19) is the solution of the 
equation (16):,
C,t '*■' u*) = r(i- v 2 )(l‘-,)/2 (£) * 1 cik >•
Orthonormality determines the coefficient yof eq. (22):
(22)
/ i\m (Ik+ k+ m  — 2)!
y  = (- /)  a,  — ---------------- .
'* (lk + * - m - 2 )!
Having obtained the general solution of the differential equation (16), now we write down the 
explicit form of the hyperspherical harmonics as
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V.
( e . , 9 .
C ,d 2 (cos9 d_l )C,ld , (cosflrf_2 )....C /,2 (cosfl2 )C,l l (cos02 )C, (cos0,)
which satisfy the following orthonormality
I d a Y * ,  , , , ( 9 v 9 2 ..... e d_,)y,.\f-l\f-2' V l  1 ^ U 1 1 (®l ,0 ,  ,...,0 d_ l) =
s i,r,s i / 2 -S U V ,
ld- l * ld-2 * ..... * l2 * U
We complete this section by calculating the dimension of the irreducible representation of 
SO(d). To do this we remind ourselves that traceless symmerlrical tensors T |f2 
(/ = 1 , 2 are also irreducible representations of the group SO(d). So we calculate ijie number 
of permutations of the indices i'|f i , .......of the tensor T. The result is
g[Uk) -
u k + d - i y .
~Cd-I)Uk\ ‘
Since the tensors arc traceless, therefore the degeneracy number is calculated by the following 
relation »
*(/*) = * ,( '* > -
(lk + d -  3)!
</* - 2 )! ( d - l ) '
(2/ + d - 2 ) 0 k + d -3 ) \
ik\ ( d - 2 ) \ k = d - \ . (23)
4. Solution of the radial Schrodinger equation with potential 1 /r in d-dimensions
Consider the following Schrodinger equation
~  V 2 +V(r) 
2fJ
y/(r) = Egr(r)
with the central potential defined as
(24)
V(r) = -  -  ; 
r
where k is a constant and r is the radius of a d-dimensional sphere :
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with the Laplacian defined by eq. (11). Inserting the Laplacian in eq. (24) we get 
,2
43
_ ^ + _ L . A ( r 4 - . j n
r 2 r - - i  dr{  dr)
2 mk 2mE
+ —^  + — —
» 2r
V(r) = 0 (25)
On separating the variables according as
n r )  = R(r)Y, ; / ( a 1 , e 2 , ..... e rf_,)
and making use of the eigenvalue equation of the spherical harmonics i.e. eq. (13), the 
differential equation (25) transforms into
Dll/ . d - 1 f  2mk 2mER"(r) +----- ff(r) + —  + -
■ ;/ i ' r
l - 2 )Ji-^T ld- i (l<1- l + d -2 ) \R (r )  = 0. (26)
This is the radial differential equation in d-dimensions, by means of which one can calculate 
the energy spectrum. To do this, we consider first the asymptotic behaviour of R(r) :
R(r) = r a e ^ Y n(r), (27)
where Yn{r) are the confluent hypergeomelric functions. Substituting eq. (27) into eq. (26) one 
can see that Yn(r) satisfy the confluent hypergeometric equation
rY"(r) + (2a + 2i'/Jr + ( d - \  ))Y’ (r) + | a ( a - l ) ^ + lod/i -  rfi2 + a(d  -1 )  ^  +j
U  +  ^ - D  + ^  +  ^ r - Z ^ a , . ,  + d - 2 ) i V n(r) =  0. (28)
L h ft r J
We know that the general form of confluent hypergeometric differential equations are of the 
follwoing form
xY”(x) + (c -x )  Y’x(x )-a  Y (jc) = 0. (29)
In order that eq. (28) reduces to the standard form (29), the parameters a  and /Jmust satisfy
With a change in variable as 
2i/3 r = - jc 
the eq. (28) becomes
x Y ^ x y + f e l ^  + d - \ ) - x ] Y ; ( x ) - ^ l d. l + L J . - I ^ Y nM s:0-
(30)
(31)
Now, in ordeF to have a polynomial solution to eq. (31), we must have
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(32)
with./ as a positive integer. Combining eqs. (30) and (32), the energy spectrum for the Schrodinger 
equation in {/-dimensions can be easily obtained :
Note that this result is exactly the same as the one we obtained in Section 2, i.e.\eq. (10).
In conclusion, wc see that Schrodinger equation with potential 1/r has an accidental 
degeneracy in any arbitrary dimension. The corresponding spectrum can be found by the 
representation of its degeneracy group, that is SO(d+\) in d spatial dimensions.
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